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Chemical-induced spores of the Gram-negative bacterium Myxococcus xanthus are peptidoglycan (PG)-deficient. It is unclear how
these spherical spores germinate into rod-shaped, walled cells
without preexisting PG templates. We found that germinating
spores first synthesize PG randomly on spherical surfaces. MglB,
a GTPase-activating protein, forms a cluster that responds to the
status of PG growth and stabilizes at one future cell pole. Following MglB, the Ras family GTPase MglA localizes to the second pole.
MglA directs molecular motors to transport the bacterial actin homolog MreB and the Rod PG synthesis complexes away from
poles. The Rod system establishes rod shape de novo by elongating PG at nonpolar regions. Thus, similar to eukaryotic cells, the
interactions between GTPase, cytoskeletons, and molecular motors initiate spontaneous polarization in bacteria.
germination

| Rod system | MreB | GTPase | gliding motor
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orphogenesis is a fundamental feature of cells. Compared
to spheres that are symmetric in all directions, rods are
asymmetric and polarized. For most rod-shaped bacteria, the
peptidoglycan (PG) cell wall defines cell geometry, which is assembled by two major enzymatic systems. The Rod system consists of RodA, a SEDS-family PG polymerase, PBP2, a member
of the class B penicillin-binding proteins (bPBPs), and MreB, a
bacterial actin homolog that orchestrates the activities of the
Rod complexes in response to local cell curvature (1). In contrast, class A PBPs (aPBPs) contribute to PG growth independent of MreB (2, 3).
Myxococcus xanthus, a rod-shaped Gram-negative bacterium,
utilizes polarized geometry for directed locomotion. MglA, a Ras
family small GTPase, controls the direction of gliding motility
(4–7). As cells move, GTP-bound MglA forms large clusters at
leading cell poles, whereas GDP-bound MglA distributes homogeneously in the cytoplasm (4, 6, 7). MglA-GTP stimulates the
assembly of the gliding machineries through direct interaction with
MreB (7–10) and directs the gliding machineries toward lagging
cell poles (5). Consequently, the gliding machineries carry MreB
filaments as they move rapidly in the membrane (11–13). The
activity of MglA is regulated by its cognate GTPase-activating
protein (GAP), MglB, which forms large clusters at lagging cell
poles. MglB activates the GTPase activity of MglA, expelling
MglA-GTP and, thus, the assembled gliding machineries, from
lagging poles (4, 6). Overall, polarized localization and activities of
MglA and MglB ensure that the gliding machineries generate
propulsion by moving from poles to nonpolar regions (5, 7, 14).
Some rod-shaped bacteria change their geometry through
sporulation. In Firmicutes such as Bacilli and Clostridia, the
morphological differentiation from rod-shaped vegetative cells
to oval spores begins with an asymmetric division, resulting in the
formation of a smaller endospore wholly contained within a
larger mother cell. In contrast to endospore-forming bacteria, M.
xanthus produces spores using two division-independent mechanisms. First, groups of vegetative cells can aggregate on solid
surfaces and build spore-filled fruiting bodies in a few days (15).
Second, individual M. xanthus cells can form dispersed, spherical
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spores within hours in response to chemical signals, such as
glycerol (16). Unlike endospores that contain intact and often
thickened PG (17, 18), glycerol-induced M. xanthus spores are
PG-deficient. Using high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Bui et al.
found that such spores contained no detectable muropeptides
(19). Consistent with the absence of PG, agents that inhibit PG
synthesis or disrupt PG, including β-lactams, D-cycloserine, fosfomycin, and hen egg-white lysozyme, induce spore formation at
low concentrations and the formed spores are naturally resistant
to these agents (20). Without the polarity defined by PG, the
mechanism by which these spores elongate into rods remains
largely unknown.
Results
Two-Phase Morphological Transition during M. xanthus Spore Germination.

Overnight induction of WT cells by 1 M glycerol produced
sonication-resistant spores with length-to-width aspect ratios
(L/W) of 1.6 ± 0.4 (n = 789), among which 40.9% are approximately spherical (L/W ≤ 1.3). Overall, the L/W values of
most (85.4%) spores were lower than 2. As spores germinated,
the morphological transition progressed in a two-phase manner. In the first hour (Phase I), L/W did not change significantly
(P = 0.57, Fig. 1 A and B, Movie S1, and SI Appendix, Table S1).
After 1 h, L/W increased sharply as emerging cells transformed
Significance
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largely determines cell shape. When induced by chemicals, rodshaped vegetative cells of the Gram-negative bacterium Myxococcus xanthus thoroughly degrade their PG and shrink into
spherical spores. As these spores germinate, rod-shaped cells
are rebuilt without preexisting templates, which provide a rare
opportunity to visualize de novo PG synthesis and polarization.
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Fig. 1. PG polymerization by the Rod system is essential for de novo establishment of rod shape. (A) Morphological changes of untreated (UT) and inhibitortreated spores in the germination process. A22 (100 μg/mL), mecillinam (MEC, 100 μg/mL), cefmetazole (CMZ, 5 mg/mL), cefsulodin (CSD, 5 mg/mL), and
fosfomycin (FOF, 8 mg/mL). (B) Quantitative analysis of the germination progress using the aspect ratios (L/W) of spores/cells. Boxes indicate the 25th–75th
percentiles, whiskers the 5th–95th percentiles. In each box, the midline indicates the median and × indicates the mean (same below, SI Appendix, Table S1).
Outlier data points are shown as individual dots above and below the whiskers. (C) An oval spore initiates elongation along its short axes (Movie S2). (D) Phase
I spores become more spherical after 1-h treatments by A22 and mecillinam. Cefmetazole-treated spores initiate elongation earlier than untreated ones. (E)
Patterns of PG growth in both phases of germination were visualized by TADA in ΔdacB spores. The average and SD of TADA intensity were calculated from
20 spores/cells in the diagrams to the right (same below). (F) Imaged at different focal planes, 22.0% of Phase I spores show bright TADA patches (arrowheads) that position randomly on spore surfaces. (G) Among these 22.0% spores, many contain multiple TADA patches. (H) Compared to untreated (UT)
ΔdacB spores, while neither MEC, CMZ, or CSD is able to block PG growth, the combination of all three antibiotics (+3) abolishes PG growth in Phase I of
germination. In contrast, MEC alone is sufficient to inhibit PG growth in Phase II. (Scale bars, 2 μm.) P values were calculated using the Student paired t test
with a two-tailed distribution (same below). NS, nonsignificant difference.
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into rods (Phase II). Importantly, 40.2% (n = 244) of spores did
not initiate elongation along their original long axes (Fig. 1C
and Movie S2), indicating that although not perfectly spherical,
the geometry of mature spores does not predetermine the polarity
of emerging cells. After 3 h, 70.2% (n = 198) of emerging cells
reached the dimensions of vegetative cells. After 8 h, the whole
population of emerging cells is indistinguishable from vegetative
cells (L/W = 5.6 ± 1.1, n = 233; Fig. 1 A and B, Movie S1, and SI
Appendix, Table S1). Consistent with the report by Bui et al. that
mature glycerol-induced spores do not contain detectable muropeptides (19), the spores obtained under our sporulation conditions do not retain intact PG layers (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Among
15 spores imaged using cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET), only
one shows discontinuous densities that could represent PG fragments (SI Appendix, Fig. S1C).
The Rod System Plays Major Roles in the De Novo Establishment of
Rod Shape. The Rod complexes are the major machineries for PG

elongation in Escherichia coli and Bacillus subtilis (1). To investigate the role of PG growth, especially the function of the
Rod system in the de novo establishment of rod shape, we fused
a DNA sequence encoding mCherry to the endogenous rodA
Zhang et al.

gene in the WT background. The resulted strain showed minor
delay of elongation during sporulation and was able to establish
rod shape, indicating that the mCherry-labeled RodA retains its
enzymatic activity (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Table S1). RodAmCherry formed clusters in vegetative cells (SI Appendix, Fig.
S2), which when imaged at 3.33 Hz, showed typical diffusion,
with diffusion coefficients (DRodA) of (3.1 ± 2.0) × 10−2 μm2/s
(n = 160) (Movie S3). Mecillinam is a β-lactam that specifically
inhibits PBP2 in the Rod system. Similar to E. coli, mecillinamtreated M. xanthus cells produced bulges on their surfaces and
eventually lysed (Fig. 1 A and B and SI Appendix, Fig. S3A and
Table S1). Consistent with a previous report in E. coli that the
diffusion of PBP2 does not correlate with its catalytic activity
(21), mecillinam treatment did not affect the diffusivity of RodA
clusters in M. xanthus (D = (3.4 ± 2.1) × 10−2 μm2/s, n = 58, P =
0.39) (Movie S4). Despite its negligible effect on diffusion,
mecillinam significantly inhibited the formation of RodA clusters. During 150-s of imaging at 0.33 Hz, untreated vegetative
cells in the exponential phase formed 10.1 ± 3.4 RodA clusters
per cell (n = 50). In the presence of mecillinam, this number
decreased to 3.1 ± 1.1 clusters per cell (n = 71) (SI Appendix, Fig.
S3 B and C). Based on the above observations, we reasoned that
PNAS | June 23, 2020 | vol. 117 | no. 25 | 14445
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became even more spherical in Phase I (Fig. 1D), neither A22 nor
mecillinam blocked the hydrolysis of spore coats that maintain the
shape of oval spores. Vegetative M. xanthus cells are sensitive to
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Appendix, Table S1). Taken together, PG polymerization by the
Rod system is essential for the establishment of rod-shape.

the formation of RodA clusters, rather than their diffusion,
correlates with the activity of Rod complexes. Consistent with
disrupted function of the Rod system, M. xanthus spores were
not able to elongate into rods in the presence of mecillinam
(Fig. 1 A and B and SI Appendix, Table S1).
A22, an inhibitor of MreB that causes the loss of rod shape and
cell lysis (9, 11), also inhibits the formation of RodA cluster in
WT cells but not in the cells where the original MreB was replaced
by MreBV323A, an A22-resistant variant (9) (SI Appendix, Fig. S3).
The similarity between the inhibitory effects of A22 and mecillinam suggests that like in other bacteria, MreB is an essential
component in the Rod system of M. xanthus. Treated by A22, WT
spores failed to germinate into rods as their L/W ratios did not
increase within 8 h. In contrast, A22-resistent spores were able to
elongate into rods in the presence of A22, indicating that A22
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each germination phase is shown at Right. (E) The disruption of either the MglA-MglB polar axis (ΔmglA pilA::tet and ΔmglB pilA::tet) or the gliding motor
(ΔaglQS pilA::tet) significantly decreases the survival rate of germinating spores (gray bars), especially under osmotic stress (black bars). Spores were subject to
hypoosmotic shock (20 mM Tris·HCl, pH 7.6) for 1 h after 1 h of germination. (Scale bars, 2 μm.)
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on the Rod system because mecillinam alone is sufficient to
block TADA incorporation in Phase II.
MglA and MglB Are Required for Rapid Cell Elongation. To investigate how M. xanthus spores establish rod shape de novo, we
tested the potential roles of polar-localized motility regulators.
ΔmglA and ΔmglB cells were able to form sonication-resistant
spores, but their spores showed severe delays in elongation, especially in early Phase II of germination. After 3 h, only 15.7% of
the ΔmglA (n = 140) and 10.4% of ΔmglB (n = 298) cells
reached the vegetative aspect ratio (comparing to 70.2% of
WT cells, Fig. 2 A and B and SI Appendix, Table S1). In contrast,
deleting romR and plpA, the genes encode two additional polarlocalized motility regulators (29–31), only caused minor delay in
germination (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Table S1). Both the
ΔmglA and ΔmglB spores were able to elongate in length and
shrink in width, albeit at significantly lower rates (Fig. 2 A and B
and SI Appendix, Table S1 and Fig. S4), indicating that PG
growth by the Rod complex still occurred. Strikingly different
from WT spores that maintained relatively smooth cell surfaces
during germination, cells from the ΔmglA and ΔmglB spores
showed pronounced bulges at nonpolar regions in early Phase II,
appearing to have multiple cell poles (Fig. 2 A and C and Movie
S5). However, this morphological defect disappeared after prolonged growth (8 h) (Fig. 2A), implying that a system independent of MglA and MglB was able to correct morphological
defects, although much less robustly. To determine how MglA
and MglB regulate germination, we investigated the spores that
expressed the MglAQ82L variant as the sole source of MglA,
under the control of the native promoter of the mglBA operon.
MglAQ82L expresses normally but is unable to hydrolyze GTP,
resembling a loss-of-function allele (6). Spores expressing WT
MglB and MglAQ82L were sonication-resistant but showed both a
severe delay in cell elongation and bulged surfaces on emerging
cells, similar to the ΔmglA and ΔmglB spores (Fig. 2 A and B and
SI Appendix, Table S1). Surprisingly, overproducing MglB
(mglBOE), which potentially overstimulates the GTPase activity
of MglA, caused similar defects during germination (Fig. 2 A and
B and SI Appendix, Table S1). Thus, fine-tuned GTPase activity
of MglA is required for rapid cell elongation and MglB functions
through MglA.
Both the delayed morphological transition and bulged surfaces
of the emerging ΔmglA and ΔmglB cells suggest that MglA and
MglB might regulate PG growth during germination. ΔmglA
ΔdacB and ΔmglB ΔdacB spores were able to grow PG in an
isotropic manner in Phase I, indistinguishable from the ΔdacB
spores (Fig. 2D). However, emerging cells from both mutant
spores displayed elevated PG growth at cell poles and bulges in
Phase II (Fig. 2D).
To test if delayed elongation and uneven PG growth during
germination reduce the viability of ΔmglA and ΔmglB spores,
especially under osmotic stresses, we enumerated spores in cellcounting chambers and calculated their viability by dilution
plating. To simplify cell counting, pilA was disrupted by plasmid
insertion (pilA::tet) to reduce cell aggregation (32). As shown in
Fig. 2E, compared to the pilA::tet spores that 89 ± 9% (calculated from three independent experiments, same below) formed
colonies, both ΔmglA pilA::tet and ΔmglB pilA::tet spores formed
colonies at reduced rates (54 ± 7% and 49 ± 13%, respectively).
To further test if altered growth pattern reduces the strength of
PG, we allowed spores to germinate for 1 h, then incubated
emerging cells in a hypoosmotic buffer (20 mM Tris·HCl, pH
7.6) for 1 h before plating. Hypoosmotic shock reduced the
survival rate of pilA::tet emerging cells to 52 ± 3%, indicating
that the still-growing PG in germination Phase II is sensitive to
osmotic stress. Strikingly, after hypoosmotic shock, less than
15% of ΔmglA pilA::tet (15 ± 3%) and ΔmglB pilA::tet (9 ± 2%)
emerging cells formed colonies (Fig. 2E). Consistent with the
PNAS | June 23, 2020 | vol. 117 | no. 25 | 14447
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PG growth in many bacteria (22, 23). B. subtilis (Gram-positive)
and E. coil (Gram-negative) incorporate single D-amino acid–
based fluorescent probes into PG using transpeptidases that
catalyze the last steps of PG polymerization (24). We postulate
that M. xanthus incorporates FDAAs in a similar manner. First,
the PG synthesis pathway of M. xanthus is similar to that of B.
subtilis and E. coli (25). Second, the incorporation of a fluorescent D-amino acid, TAMRA 3-amino-D-alanine (TADA) (26), is
blocked by β-lactams that inhibit transpeptidases (see below).
We visualized the patterns of PG growth using TADA to label
the positions of PG enzymatic activity. To enhance labeling efficiency, we deleted the dacB gene (mxan_3130), which encodes
a D-Ala-D-Ala carboxypeptidase (22). The resulted ΔdacB cells
showed identical morphology to the WT ones and produced
sonication-resistant spores. The ΔdacB spores showed minor
delay in germination and efficient TADA incorporation (Fig. 1E
and SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Table S1).
Although L/W of spores did not change in Phase I, PG had
started to grow. After 1 h of germination in the presence of
TADA, the surfaces of most Phase I-emerging cells (78.0%, n =
600) were evenly labeled by fluorescence (Fig. 1E). The
remaining 22.0% of Phase I cells showed patches of TADA
(Fig. 1F). However, these patches do not likely register future
poles because 47.0% (n = 132) of such spores contained more
than two TADA patches, and these patches positioned randomly
on spore surfaces (Fig. 1 F and G). In contrast, as cells grew into
rods, TADA was incorporated heavily at nonpolar regions and
fluorescence signals were generally absent at cell poles (Fig. 1E).
The patterns of PG growth indicate that spores first synthesize
PG on their spherical surfaces in Phase I and then break symmetry in Phase II by growing PG at nonpolar regions.
In Phase I of germination, TADA was incorporated into PG in
the presence of mecillinam (Fig. 1H). Neither cefsulodin nor
cefmetazole, the β-lactams that inhibit PBPs other than PBP2 in
E. coli (3), blocked TADA incorporation in Phase I M. xanthus
cells. However, a combination of mecillinam, cefsulodin, and
cefmetazole abolished TADA incorporation (Fig. 1H). These results suggest that cefsulodin and cefmetazole might inhibit aPBPs
in M. xanthus and that both aPBPs and the Rod system contribute
to the isotropic PG growth in Phase I. Consistent with this result,
spores were able to form rods in the presence of cefsulodin and
cefmetazole, albeit the elongation rate was slower (Fig. 1 A and B
and SI Appendix, Table S1). In contrast, mecillinam alone was
sufficient to block TADA incorporation in Phase II of germination
(Fig. 1H). In agreement with a recent report that cells reduce their
diameter when the Rod system becomes dominant over other
PBPs (27), emerging cells continued to grow in length but shrink
in width in Phase II (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 and Table S1). These
results confirm that while both non-Rod PBPs and the Rod system
participate in PG synthesis during germination, the Rod system
plays major roles in cell elongation.
Despite successful elongation in early Phase II (1–3 h), 57.2%
(n = 215) of cefsulodin-treated and 96.6% (n = 203)
cefmetazole-treated emerging cells retrogressed to spheres after
8-h treatments (Fig. 1 A and B and SI Appendix, Table S1), which
is in agreement with a recent report that non-Rod PBPs, especially aPBPs, are required for the mechanical stability of cells
(28). L/W values of the cefmetazole-treated spores increased
significantly in Phase I of germination (P < 0.0001, Fig. 1 B and
D and SI Appendix, Table S1), suggesting that cells elongate
earlier when PBP2 is dominant over other PBPs. The inhibitory
effects of cefsulodin and cefmetazole and the coordination between PG synthesis systems still remain to be fully understood.
On the one hand, since cefsulodin and cefmetazole reduce the
elongation rates of emerging cells (Fig. 1 A and B and SI Appendix, Table S1), the targets of these antibiotics, potentially
non-Rod PBPs, still participate in PG synthesis in Phase II of
germination. However, the activities of these PBPs might depend
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minor roles of PlpA and RomR in germination, 50 ± 8% of ΔplpA
pilA::tet and 41 ± 5% of ΔromR pilA::tet emerging cells formed
colonies after hypoosmotic shock, similar to the survival rate of
pilA::tet cells. Taken together, the MglA-MglB polarity axis regulates PG growth in Phase II of germination, which plays important
roles in the survival of glycerol-induced M. xanthus spores.

(Fig. 3E). Taken together, it is the Rod system, rather than the
geometry of the spore, that regulates the dynamic of MglB
clusters. As MglB clusters only stabilize at the sites where the
Rod system is inactive, a region where PG synthesis by the Rod
system completes first in Phase I will become a future cell pole in
Phase II.

MglB Stabilizes at the First Future Pole. We expressed YFP-labeled
MglA as merodiploids in the WT background (6, 9) and
mCherry-labeled MglB (stably expressed, SI Appendix, Table S1
and Fig. S2) in the ΔmglB mutant and investigated their localization patterns in regard to germination progress (L/W). Spores
from neither strain showed significant defects in germination (SI
Appendix, Table S1 and Fig. S2). Most (94.1%, n = 152) of Phase
I spores (L/W ≤ 2) contained one or two MglB clusters (Fig. 3 A
and B). In Phase II spores (L/W > 2), this ratio increased to
100% (n = 120). In contrast, MglA did not form clusters until
Phase II, when 54.2% of emerging cells contained one or two
MglA clusters (Fig. 3 A and B). Thus, during germination, MglB
establishes polarized localization prior to MglA.
To test if the clusters of MglB in Phase I spores mark the
polarity inherited from previous vegetative cells, we imaged MglB
clusters at 0.05 Hz. Surprisingly, the majority of MglB clusters in
Phase I spores was highly dynamic (Fig. 3C and Movie S6).
Among 114 MglB clusters in Phase I spores, 22.9% remained
stationary, and 77.1% showed typical diffusion, with diffusion
coefficients (DMglB) of 1.1 × 10−4 ± 4.6 × 10−5 μm2/s. These
“wandering” MglB clusters were observed in both the approximately spherical (L/W < 1.3) and oval spores (1.3 < L/W ≤ 2),
which supports our hypothesis that, regardless of their geometry,
polarity is not yet established in Phase I spores.
As germination progressed, MglB clusters started to stabilize.
Strikingly, once stabilized, the locations of MglB clusters became
one of the cell poles for cell elongation (Fig. 3D and Movie S7).
In Phase II of germination (L/W > 2), the population of stationary MglB clusters increased from 22.9 to 76.4% (n = 106,
Fig. 3E). Stabilized MglB clusters began to oscillate between
newly established poles (Fig. 3C and Movie S8), which might
ensure that MglB occupies each future cell pole for an equal
amount of time. As MglB clusters stabilized, MglA started to
form clusters. The formation of MglA-YFP clusters was delayed
significantly in the ΔmglB background, and only 23.3% (n = 120)
of emerging cells contained MglA clusters in Phase II of germination (Fig. 3 A and B). Among the 204 cells in which both
proteins formed single clusters, 176 (86.3%) positioned MglA
and MglB clusters at opposite poles (a representative group of
cells is shown in Fig. 3F). Thus, spherical spores start to elongate
into rods along the axes established by the sequential stabilization of MglB and MglA clusters.
To investigate whether the stabilization of MglB clusters is
predetermined by local cell curvatures, we quantified the localization of stationary MglB clusters with regard to the geometry of
spores. We divide each spore/cell envelope into four quarters. In
the quarter that contained stationary MglB clusters, we defined
the long and short axes as 0° and 90°, which mark the local curvature that shows the highest and lowest similarity to the poles of
vegetative cells, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3G, MglB clusters
stabilized randomly in Phase I spores, indicating that local curvature does not dictate the localization of MglB. After the stabilization of MglB, the sites harboring MglB clusters transformed
into cell poles (0°) in Phase II (Fig. 3G).
MglB clusters could stabilize at the sites where PG synthesis
has completed or not yet initiated. We ruled out the second
possibility because the majority of MglB clusters (76.4%, n =
106) stabilizes at poles in Phase II (Fig. 3 A and B), where almost
no TADA incorporation was observed later (Fig. 1E). In both
phases of germination, the population of static MglB clusters
increased dramatically in the presence of A22 and mecillinam

The MglA-MglB Polarity Axis Regulates the Distribution of the Rod
System. As the Rod complex is the major system for PG growth in
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Phase II, the MglA-MglB polarity axis might regulate cell elongation through the Rod complexes. However, MglA and MglB
are both cytoplasmic proteins, which are not likely to regulate
the periplasmic activities of the Rod system directly. To investigate whether MglA and MglB regulate the distribution of
the Rod complexes in Phase II of germination, we expressed
RodA-mCherry endogenously in ΔmglA and ΔmglB spores.
Along the long axis of the emerging cells, we loosely defined a
region within 320 nm from each end of cell as a “pole” (which
contains the cell pole and its adjacent subpolar region) and the
rest of the cell as the “nonpolar region.” In the emerging cells
from WT spores that expressed RodA-mCherry, the ratio between nonpolar and polar-localized RodA clusters was 1.45 (n =
387, Fig. 4B). In contrast, in the ΔmglA and ΔmglB backgrounds,
this ratio decreased to 0.52 (n = 442) and 0.53 (n = 787), respectively (Fig. 4B). Our data support the hypothesis that during
the sphere-to-rod transition, the established MglA-MglB axis
expels the Rod system from cell poles.
The MglA-MglB Polarity Axis Regulates the Distribution of Rod
Complexes through MreB and the Gliding Motor. The diffusion of

RodA and MglB clusters is not likely connected. First, DRodA is
two orders of magnitude higher than DMglB. Second, the majority
of MglB clusters only diffuses in Phase I of germination while
RodA clusters diffuse during both germination and vegetative
growth. Thus, the MglA-MglB polarity axis does not likely regulate the distribution of Rod complexes directly. Since MglA
binds to MreB in the Rod complex, and the disruption of the
MreB filaments inhibits the formation of RodA clusters (SI
Appendix, Fig. S3), we hypothesized that the MglA-MglB polarity
axis could regulate the distribution of Rod complexes through
MreB. Although a photoactivatable mCherry (PAmCherry)-labeled MreB variant fully supports WT growth rate in vegetative
cells (11), when expressed as the sole source of MreB, it failed to
support rapid cell elongation in Phase II of germination. Nevertheless, spores expressing MreB-PAmCherry as merodiploids
showed WT germination kinetics (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Table
S1), which were used to visualize the localization of MreB. When
exposed to 405-nm excitation (0.2 kW/cm2) for 2 s, the majority
of PAmCherry was photoactivated (11, 13). MreB-PAmCherry
localized diffusively in Phase I spores, and we were not able to
detect MreB filaments or polarized distribution of MreB
monomers (Fig. 4C). MreB started to form small patches in
Phase II. Compared to the WT spores where MreB patches
mainly localized at nonpolar locations in germination Phase II,
many MreB patches formed near cell poles and bulges of the
emerging ΔmglA and ΔmglB cells (Fig. 4C), consistent with the
altered distribution of RodA clusters. While MreB might localize
at bulges in response to altered local cell curvatures in these
mutants (33–38), the aggregation of MreB at their poles is likely
due to the loss of the MglA-MglB polarity axis, because the poles
of both WT and mutant cells have similar curvatures.
MglA connects MreB to the gliding motors, and the gliding
motors drive the movement of MreB filaments (5, 7, 11). To test
if MglA recruits the gliding motors to transport the Rod complexes to nonpolar locations through MreB, we investigated the
regrowth process of the ΔaglQS pseudospores that are
sonication-sensitive due to the lack of compact polysaccharide
layers on their surfaces (39). ΔaglQS cells carry truncated gliding
Zhang et al.
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Fig. 3. MglB stabilizes at the first future pole. (A) While MglB-mCherry forms clusters in germination Phase I, MglA-YFP starts to form clusters in Phase II. In
the absence of MglB, MglA-YFP forms significantly fewer clusters. (B) Quantification of the sequential stabilization of MglB and MglA clusters. The total
number of spores/cells analyzed for each strain is shown on top of each bar. (C) The “wandering” dynamics of MglB clusters (red arrowhead) in Phase I spores
(Movie S4). In Phase II, MglB clusters (yellow arrowhead) stabilized at cell poles and oscillated between opposite poles (Movie S6). (D) The localization of a
MglB-mCherry cluster during the first 80 min of germination. As the MglB cluster stabilizes at one future pole, the emerging cell starts to elongate (Movie S5).
The long axes of the spore/cell are marked with dashed lines. (E) Inhibitors of the Rod system, A22 and MEC, inhibit the wandering of MglB in both phases of
germination. Images of emerging cells in Phase I and Phase II were captured at 1 h and 2 h of germination, respectively. For each treatment, the total number
of MglB clusters analyzed is shown on top of each bar. UT, untreated. (F) MglA and MglB clusters stabilize at opposite cell poles in Phase II. (G) The stabilization of MglB clusters does not depend on local curvature. (Scale bars, 2 μm.)

motors that are unable to drive the rapid motion of MreB filaments (11). Phenocopying the ΔmglA and ΔmglB spores, elongation of ΔaglQS pseudospores delayed significantly (Fig. 2 A
and B). Many emerging ΔaglQS cells displayed bulged surfaces in
Phase II and survived at reduced rate, especially after hypoosmotic shock (Fig. 2 A and E). Consistently, significantly higher
TADA staining was observed at cell poles and bulges in the
elongation phase, similar to the observation made in ΔmglA
ΔdacB and ΔmglB ΔdacB spores (Fig. 2D). Accordingly, significantly higher fractions of RodA clusters and MreB filaments
were observed at poles and bulges in elongating ΔaglQS cells
(Fig. 4 B and C). In summary, MglA and MglB restrict PG
growth to nonpolar regions in germination Phase II utilizing the
Zhang et al.

gliding motors, which transport MreB, and thus the whole Rod
complexes, under the control of MglA.
Discussion
Phylogenetic studies revealed that rod-like shapes are ancestral
to modern bacteria (40, 41). Establishing rod shape from primordial cells could have started with the development of PG cell
wall (40, 42). As chemical-induced M. xanthus spores are PGdeficient, the sphere-to-rod transition during their germination
provides a unique opportunity to study de novo PG synthesis and
rod-like morphogenesis. Among all of the components tested in
this study, only the Rod system is essential for the establishment
of rod shape, in which MreB filaments provide spatial guidance
for PG synthesis. We propose that in most rod-shaped bacteria
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analyzed is shown on top of each bar. (C) The localization patterns of MreB filaments. Consistent with the altered distribution of RodA cluster, MreB patches
(arrowheads) are frequently detected near cell poles and bulges in the emerging ΔmglA, ΔmglB, and ΔaglQS cells in Phase II of germination. Images of
emerging cells in Phase I and Phase II were captured at 1 h and 2 h of germination, respectively. (Scale bars, 2 μm.)

that contain MreB, expelling MreB from certain zones might be
a common prerequisite for cell polarization and rod-like morphogenesis. Different organisms may achieve this goal using various mechanisms. First, in both E. coli and B. subtilis, the tendency
of MreB filaments to localize at inwardly curved regions could be
sufficient for the maintenance of rod shape (33, 34, 36, 38). Second, the composition of phospholipids in the cytoplasmic membrane could also provide localization cues for MreB. For instance,
rafts of anionic phospholipids preferentially interact with MreB
monomers and expel MreB filaments in E. coli (43). As a result,
unaided by Mgl-like regulators and Agl-like motors, artificial
spheres of E. coli and B. subtilis are able to regain rod shape. For
example, PG-deficient L-forms of E. coli regain polarity and rod
shape slowly, after several generations (44).
In M. xanthus, wandering MglB clusters survey the status of
PG growth and the region where PG growth completes first in
Phase I will host a MglB cluster and become a future pole in
Phase II (Fig. 5). Once an MglB cluster stabilizes at one pole, the
expulsion between MglB and MglA-GTP causes MglA-GTP to
cluster at the opposite side of the spore. Because MglA-GTP
connects to the Rod complexes through MreB filaments (4, 6,
7, 45), MglB clusters do not colocalize with the Rod complexes.
Thus, MglB clusters respond to the status of PG synthesis indirectly through MglA. At the poles that contain MglB clusters,
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Fig. 5. A schematic model for the de novo establishment of rod shape by
the MglA-MglB polarity axis.
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MglB expels MglA-GTP and, thus, the Rod complexes from the
poles. At the opposite poles, MglA-GTP stimulates the assembly
of the gliding machinery by directly connecting it to MreB (7,
14). Once assembled, the gliding machineries transport MreB
filaments, which carry Rod complexes, away from the poles (5,
11) (Fig. 5). Taken together, the diametrically opposing clusters
of MglA-GTP and MglB establish the polarity axis of the
emerging cell, which restricts the activity of the Rod system to
nonpolar locations through MreB.
Why are the Mgl and Agl components, nonessential for PG
synthesis, important for spore germination? In contrast to
fruiting bodies that require millions of cells and a few days to
form, glycerol-induced sporulation mimics the natural process
that individual M. xanthus cells form spores within hours in response to environmental stresses. Without the protection from
the fruiting body, dispersed spores are vulnerable to biotic and
abiotic environments during germination, before PG is fully
synthesized (Fig. 2E). Thus, compared to other bacteria, the
germination of chemical-induced M. xanthus spores faces additional challenges: (i) cell polarity has to be established de novo,
(ii) PG has to be synthesized without template and (iii) both
processes have to be completed rapidly. To cope with these
challenges, M. xanthus utilizes the MglA-MglB axis to initiate
polarization and recruits gliding motors to distribute MreB filaments rapidly to nonpolar regions (Fig. 5). This multimodule
system provides great advantages for the survival of M. xanthus
spores by facilitating rod-like morphogenesis within one generation. In contrast, neither the Mgl regulators nor the Agl gliding
machineries are important for vegetative growth, where both PG
and cell polarity already exist, as no growth or morphological
defects were observed in vegetative mgl and agl cells.
Rather than dedicating to single functions, both the Agl and
Mgl systems show remarkable versatility in M. xanthus. First, the
Agl gliding motors are able to transport various cargos in different compartments of the cells: spore saccharides on cell surfaces (39), the Rod complex and some gliding proteins in the
membrane and periplasm (12, 14), as well as MreB and other
gliding proteins in the cytoplasm (11, 14, 46). Second, besides
initiating polarization for rod-like morphogenesis, the Mgl system also controls two distinct motility systems in established
rods. Localized to leading cell poles, the MglA GTPase interacts
Zhang et al.

Microscopy Analysis. Cryo-ET was performed on a Polara G2 electron microscope. Images were collected at 9,000× magnification and 8-μm defocus,
resulting in 0.42 nm per pixel. Data were acquired automatically with the
SerialEM software (51). Time-lapse videos of the germination progress of WT
and ΔmglA spores were recorded using an OMAX A3590U charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera and a Plan Flour 40×/0.75 Ph2 DLL objective on a phasecontrast Nikon Eclipse 600 microscope. The length, width and geometric
aspect ratios (L/W) of spores/cells were determined from differential interference contrast (DIC) images using a custom algorithm written in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.), which is available upon request. DIC images of
spores/cells were captured using a Hamamatsu ImagEM ×2 EM-CCD camera
C9100-23B (effective pixel size 160 nm) on an inverted Nikon Eclipse-Ti microscope with a 100× 1.49 N.A. TIRF objective, which are also used for capturing fluorescence images. MglB and RodA clusters were localized using an
algorithm written in MATLAB (11).
Data Availability. More detailed information is provided in SI Appendix,
Materials and Methods. The codes used for cell dimension measurement and
dynamic analysis of protein clusters are deposited in the GitHub repository,
https://github.com/NanLabMyxo/Rod_shape_paper.

Sporulation, Spore Purification, and Germination. Vegetative M. xanthus cells
were grown in liquid CYE medium (10 mM Mops pH 7.6, 1% [wt/vol] Bacto
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casitone [BD Biosciences], 0.5% yeast extract, and 4 mM MgSO4) at 32 °C, in
125-mL flasks with rigorous shaking, or on CYE plates that contains 1.5%
agar. When liquid cell culture reaches OD600 0.1–0.2, glycerol was added to
1 M to induce sporulation. After rigorous shaking overnight at 32 °C,
remaining vegetative cells were eliminated by sonication and sonicationresistant spores were purified by centrifugation (1 min, 15,000 × g and
room temperature). The pellet was washed three times with water.
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with both Agl machineries and type IV pili (5, 7, 47), which not
only produces gliding and twitching-like motility, respectively,
but also provide a leading-lagging axis for cell movements.
GTPase-mediated cell polarization is not limited to M. xanthus. On the contrary, such mechanisms are rather universal in
eukaryotes. Despite their enormous variety of polarized morphology, most eukaryotes control cell polarity through the Rhofamily GTPase Cdc42 and its homologs, such as Rac in animals
and Rop in plants (48). Cell polarization has been studied extensively in yeasts as yeast and human Cdc42 are about 80%
identical (49). Similar to MglA-GTP, a single cluster of Cdc42GTP determines cell polarity in the yeasts Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces pombe. In both species, Cdc42
clusters are highly dynamic before stabilizing at the future polarity sites (49). S. pombe produces spherical spores that contain
rigid outer cell walls (OCW). Cdc42, together with actin regulators and cell wall remodeling enzymes, assembles into a polar
cap. As the spores of S. pombe germinate, the polar cap wanders
during the isotropic growth phase before stabilizing at future
poles to break symmetry through cytoskeletal elements and
molecular motors (49, 50). Strikingly, similar to the connection
between MglA and the Rod system, the association between
Cdc42 and cell wall remodeling enzymes enables the polar cap to
survey the status of OCW and to stabilize at the site of OCW
rupture, which becomes the future pole of outgrowth (50). The
similarities between the germination of M. xanthus and S. pombe
spores suggest that the interplay between GTPase, cytoskeletons,
cell wall-related enzymes, and molecular motors might be a
conserved mechanism for cell polarization that has evolved before the divergence between prokaryotes and eukaryotes.
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